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ABOUT US
 Established in 1996, Vetro Design is a company with over 60 
employees, exclusively operating with Romanian capital. Our company 
holds a leading position as an importer, distributor, and exporter in Romania, 
specializing in medical devices, laboratory equipment, medical and dental 
products, as well as professional articles for beauty, cleaning, and hygiene. 
We also manufacture and distribute sanitary first aid kits, providing optimal 
solutions for our respective industries. Our production line encompasses 
medical and office uniforms, hospital linens, and textile products for 
veterinary use, offering customization options through screen printing and 
embroidery. With a storage capacity exceeding 10,000 square meters, we 
are recognized as one of the nation’s premier warehouses for disposable 
healthcare products. Our dedicated team ensures swift and consistent 
distribution to clients nationwide in Romania, across the European Union, 
and globally.
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WORK SPACE
  At Vetro Design, our workstations are strategically positioned 
to facilitate seamless access for employees, ensuring efficiency and 
productivity. Our modern, ergonomic offices prioritize employee comfort, 
fostering a conducive work environment. Annually, we undergo rigorous 
audits by TÜV Rheinland to assess our Occupational Health and Safety 
Management System, complying with ISO 45001 and ISO 14001 standards. 
These standards, coupled with eco-management principles, enable us to 
minimize our environmental footprint while maximizing sustainability.
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HEALTH CONTROL DEVICES
Thermometers, BP monitors, stethoscopes, pulse oximeters, glucometers

PROTECTION OF MEDICAL PERSONNEL AND PATIENTS
Examination and surgical gloves: latex, nitrile and vinyl
Sterile surgical drapes and gowns
Shoe covers, disposable gowns and coveralls
Non-woven caps and medical masks
Aprons, gloves, skirts, vests and collars for radiation protection
Medical uniforms and fleece: blouses, gowns, dresses, aprons, skirts, pants
Disposable underwear and pajamas

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT AND CONSUMABLES
Syringes and needles: luer slip, luer lock, insulin, guyon
Needles, microinfusers, infusion kits, transfusion and medical stopcock valves
Portable defibrillators
Speculums, brushes and gynecological spatulas
Surgical instruments, absorbable and non-absorbable surgical sutures
Scalpel blades, electrocautery, surgical staplers, hemostatic sponges 
Sterile and non-sterile compresses, dressings and alcohol swabs
Gauze and plaster bandages, orthopedic cotton, elastic - cohesive bandages
Paper, silk, fabric bandage, sterile & hypoallergenic bandages
Urinary, rectal and endotracheal tubes
Electrodes, ultrasound gel and video print paper
Strollers, crutches, canes, diapers and diapers for incontinence 

LABORATORY CONSUMABLES
Collection tubes, needles and containers
Microscope slides, laboratory tests
Spatulas, non-sterile and sterile exudates, single or with medium
Laboratory glassware
DISINFECTION AND STERILIZATION
Sterilization bags and rolls, chemical indicators, infectious waste boxes/bags
Disinfectants for surfaces, instruments, hands and skin
Trays, boxes and casseroles

MEDICAL PRACTICE
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DEVICES
Electrocautery, rectal thermometers

MEDICAL PERSONNEL PROTECTION
Sterile drapes and gowns
Clean room sticky mats
Examination and surgical gloves: latex, nitrile and vinyl
Non-woven caps and medical masks
Shoe covers, disposable gowns and coveralls
Medical and fleece uniforms: blouses, gowns, dresses, aprons, skirts, pants

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT AND CONSUMABLES
Surgical needles and instruments, absorbable, non-absorbable sutures
Cabinet registers for castrations, sterilizations and prescriptions
Scalpel blades, staplers and surgical meshes 
Syringes and needles: luer slip, luer lock, insulin, guyon
Gauze and elastic and cohesive plaster bandages, orthopedic cotton
Paper, silk, fabric bandage, sterile & hypoallergenic bandages
Sterile and non-sterile compresses, dressings and alcohol swabs
Castration forceps and insemination catheters
Veterinary first aid kits and venom extractors

LABORATORY CONSUMABLES
Laboratory slides and tests

ANIMAL CONTAINMENT
Dog muzzles
Vet examination bag
Bandanas, collars and harnesses

CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES
Jackets, hoodies, capes and animal shirts
Disposable bed pads
Elizabethan collars 

VETERINARY
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DEVICES
Devices and dental scalers, torque turbines
Dental unit

PROTECTION OF MEDICAL PERSONNEL AND PATIENTS
Goggles, visors and protective masks
Seat covers, bibs and clips

DENTISTRY CONSUMABLES
Cotton rolls, saliva ejectors and microapplicators
Paper and gutta percha points
Dental matrices and wedges 

DENTAL INSTRUMENTATION
Scissors, tweezers, forceps and curettes
Mirrors, spatulas, probes, instruments kits, tongs and lifters

ENDODONTICS
Canal needles and endodontic posts
Dental dam, clamps, frames and punch instrument

PROPHYLAXIS
Prophylaxis paste and brushes
Water and floss

CUTTERS AND RUBBERS
Diamond and carbide cutters
Composite, crown and bidges polishers and finishing discs

DENTAL MATERIALS
Eugenol, composite, cement, demineralizing acid, retraction cord
Hemostatic sponges, collagen membranes and bone substitute

DENTAL TECHNICAL LABORATORY
Impression trays
Alginates, wax and mesh prostheses
Discs, polishing brushes, kolinsky brushes
Modeling tools

DENTAL PRACTICE
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DEVICES
Wax and paraffin heaters, sterilizers
Dryers, hair straighteners, curlers, hair clippers&trimmers

HAIR REMOVAL
Roll on and beads wax
Wax strips, wooden spatulas and wax solvents
Post-depilation oils

COSMETIC TREATMENTS
Paraffin 
Non-woven facial masks, washcloths and sponges

BED PROTECTION
Non-woven, paper and polyethylene sheets
Waterproof bed protection

HAIRDRESSING
Aerated paper towels
Combs, brushes, and curlers
Hair ties, clips, clasps and hairpins
Scissors and hairdressing cape
Hair aluminum foil
Shampoos and masks
Hair dye, developer cream and hair bleach
Hair spray, styling foam and hair wax 

BODY TREATMENTS
Massage oils, creams and lotions
Kimono, headbands and bikini
Pants, panties and bras
Wrapping foils

MANCURE &I PEDICURE
Nails drill bits, files, buffers
Scissors, cuticle trimmers, pliers
Blades and razors

COSMETIC SUPPLIES
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Our diverse range of first aid sanitary kits includes:
Institutional kits
Car kits 
ADR kits
Dental medicine kits
Burn kits according to DIN standards
Consultation kits

Automotive legislative packages
Veterinary kits
Travel kits
Customized kits tailored to 
customer specifications

 With over 28 years of experience, Vetro Design stands as Romania’s 
premier manufacturer and supplier of sanitary first aid kits. Our ethos 
revolves around Trust, Safety, and Quality, underpinned by our adherence to 
TÜV Rheinland Certified Standards ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015, and ISO 
45001:2018. We pride ourselves on rigorous quality control measures, with 
our team and products undergoing regular audits conducted by specialized 
personnel. Endorsed by the National Agency of Medicines and Medical 
Devices in Romania and the Romanian Car Registry, our sanitary kits are 
marked with the CE symbol and meticulously comply with DIN 13164 and 
DIN 13157 standards.

PRODUCTION OF 
SANITARY FIRST AID KITS
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PROTECTION 
Work equipment and footwear
Caps, masks, gowns and jumpsuits
Earplugs
Disposable gloves, aprons, arm sleeves and shoe covers
Goggles and helmets
Traffic safety triangles, vests, cones, lamps and fire extinguishers

CLEANING PRODUCTS
Sponges and cloths
Reusable gloves
Mops and brooms
Detergents and paper towels
Plastic and stainless steel dispensers
Trash bags

BIROTICS& STATIONERY
Printer paper
Pens and pencils
Batteries
Cardboard boxes
Coffee beans, ground, capsules and teas

HOSPITALITY
Bedding
Tablecloths
Cotton towels
Disposable bathrobes and slippers
Sanitary laundry bags
Paper towels rolls & tissues
Food foils and bags
Housekeeping uniforms
Chef tunic for women and men

PROFESSIONAL CLEANING, 
BIROTICS & HOSPITALITY
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MEDICAL UNIFORMS
Unisex tops and bottoms
Scrubs for men & women
Unisex lab coats
Button-down tops
Mock wrap scrubs
Blouses with prints
Maternity blouse
Zipper scrubs
Scrubs with trim
Nurse & office dresses
Office skirts and pants
Unisex fleece robes
Unisex fleece vests and jackets
Beanies, headbands, caps

MEDICAL & HOSPITALITY
Bedding
Tablecloths
Fleece blankets
Scrubs for patients

WORK EQUIPMENT
Office shirts, white and colored t-shirts 
Chef and cobbler aprons
Maid uniforms
Chef shirts and tunics
Unisex work trousers and jackets

WORK SHOES
Sterilizable leather clogs
Rain boots

FLAGS
Indoor and outdoor flags

 Our tailoring and textile equipment production line is equipped 
with modern cutting, sewing, and finishing machines. The fabrics we use 
hold OEKO-TEX certificates and come in a wide array of colors and prints. 
We provide on-site personalization services through both screen printing 
and embroidery techniques. 
 Driven by our love for our four-legged friends, we have also developed a 
dedicated line of clothing and accessories for pets.

UNIFORM MANUFACTURER
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THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION
 Product Portfolio and Operational Excellence 
 Our product portfolio includes over 7000 items readily available 
in stock. With efficient logistics, we ensure swift delivery within 24 hours to 
destinations across Europe and beyond. 
 Quality Assurance 
 Every item undergoes rigorous quality control measures to adhere 
to European Union standards, ensuring reliability and compliance with the 
highest industry benchmarks. 
 The Vetro Design Team 
 Comprizing dedicated and dynamic professionals, the Vetro Design 
team is always ready to assist. We provide comprehensive support, offering 
insights into our product range, accommodating requests for new items, and 
sharing information on ongoing promotions. 
 Commitment to Excellence
 Driven by our commitment to excellence, we actively engage in national 
and international trade fairs and exhibitions annually. This not only allows us 
to enhance our product offer but also provides invaluable opportunities to 
connect with our customers and gain insights into their evolving needs.
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VETRO DESIGN

WHERE DO WE SELL?
  At Vetro Design – we take pride in our position as the  foremost 
importer, distributor, and exporter of a wide range of essential products. 
From medical devices and laboratory equipment to professional items 
for the beauty industry and cleaning and hygiene products, we provide a 
comprehensive solution for various industries.

 Our Presence:
 With a vast selection of products available, Vetro Design operates 
through multiple channels. Our online store, www.vetro.ro, serves as a 
convenient platform for customers. Additionally, we collaborate with 
renowned platforms both domestically and internationally, including 
EMAG.RO, EMAG.BG, EMAG.HU, CEL, ROMEDIC, TEAMDEALS, DORALY, GO 
PHARMA, and ELEFANT.RO, ensuring accessibility and convenience for 
our clients. 

 In addition, we actively participate in auctions facilitated by the 
Collaborative Information System for Public Procurement (SICAP) and 
maintain a presence on www.e-licitatie.ro.

Our Commitment:
-Competitive Pricing: Direct imports guarantee cost savings.
-Streamlined Procurement: All products available in a single source, 
reducing time and expenses.
-Quality Assurance: Rigorous quality control, ensuring that all products 
undergo thorough inspection from production to delivery, and comply 
with EU standards.
-Efficient Delivery: Worldwide shipping within 24 hours of order 
confirmation, with favorable shipping terms available anywhere in the 
world.
-Extensive Inventory: 10000 m2 warehouses stocked and ready to fulfill 
orders of any size, catering to the unique requirements of each customer.
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  With over 28 years of national and international presence, Vetro Design exports to 22 countries, including top partners such as the Czech 
Republic, Greece, Denmark, Portugal, Estonia, Hungary, Austria, Belgium, Nigeria, Namibia, Kenya, and others.

Regional sales International sales
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OUR BRANDS
 The flagship brand of our company, PRIMA®, enjoys significant 
recognition in Romania. With over 7,000 items marketed under this label, 
the brand has established a robust presence in the domestic market. We 
launched the PRIMA® brand in 2003 to uphold our commitment to quality, 
foster trust, and meet the technical specifications of our product range.

  Given that the PRIMA® brand encompasses various product ranges 
utilized across complementary fields, it can appropriately be regarded as an 
umbrella brand. Consequently, it encompasses products designed for the 
following sectors: medical and dental, veterinary, cosmetic, and occupational 
hygiene and protection.

   The VIORA® brand was registered in 2007 and includes a range of 
products and cleaning solutions, such as soaps, detergents, and air fresheners. 
These products play a vital role in the “Hygiene/Cleaning/Hospitality” sector, 
with the majority of our clients operating within these fields. The brand 
name, derived from the Romanian verb “a inviora” (to refresh), embodies the 
idea of freshness attained through the use of our products. 

  Under the ALINTA® brand, we offer products designed for retail 
sale, such as plasters, band-aids, bandages, ovulation and pregnancy tests, 
earplugs, and various other items available for purchase at pharmacies 
or hypermarkets. Introduced to the Romanian market in 2007, the name 
ALINTA® derives from the verb “a alinta” (to pamper)  symbolizing the benefits 
offered: pain relief and consumer comfort.

 Therefore, we assure our customers that when they choose Vetro 
Design brands, they can expect products of a guaranteed quality level at 
competitive prices.
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Camera de Comert si Industrie a Municipiului Bucuresti si Coface Romania confirma ca aceasta companie indeplineste criteriile
necesare pentru certificare si ca i-a fost acordat certificatul Excellent SME. Acesta a fost emis in baza unui raport de credit realizat de

Coface Romania si implica monitorizarea permanenta a evolutiei companiei certificate in vederea pastrarii statutului de membru al
comunitatii Excellent SME

The Bucharest Chamber of Commerce and Industry and Coface Romania confirm that the below stated company satisfies the criteria
for Certification, being awarded with the Excellent SME certificate. The certificate was granted based on a credit report generated by

Coface Romania and involves a constant monitoring of the company’s evolution to maintain the Excellent SME community membership.

PROUDLY PRESENTED TO

VETRO DESIGN SRL
VERONICA MICLE 20 Bl. M6 Sc. B Ap. 72,

011044 BUCURESTI, Romania

Thank you for being excellent!

Certificatul a fost emis la data de March 10, 2020 . Valabilitatea certificatului poate inceta la
orice moment in cazul in care compania nu mai indeplineste criteriile de acordare. Va rugam
utilizati codul QR din partea dreapta pentru verificarea valabilitatii curente.

This certificate was issued on March 10, 2020 . The validity of the certificate can be terminated
at any time if the holder doesn't meet the criteria. Please use the QR code on the right to verify
the current validity.

Informatiile care stau a baza Certificatului Excellent SME Romania sunt obtinute de Coface Romania Credit Management Services S.R.L.
(Coface) si Camera de Comert si Industrie a Municipiului Bucuresti (CCIB) din surse considerate a fi de incredere. Aceste surse nu sunt insa
administrate de Coface sau CCIB si ca atare cele doua entitati nu detin controlul asupra calitatii acestor informatii si nu pot garanta
corectitudinea lor. Coface si CCIB nu pot fi considerate raspunzatoare pentru niciun fel de consecinte, pagube sau pierderi directe sau
indirecte rezultand din utilizarea acestui certificat sau actiuni efectuate in legatura cu acesta. 
 
The information incorporated in Excellent SME Romania certificate is obtained by Coface Romania Credit Management Services S.R.L.
(Coface) and Bucharest Chamber of Commerce and Industry (BCCI) from sources considered to be reliable but not controlled by Coface or
BCCI, therefore we cannot guarantee their accuracy. Coface and BCCI cannot be considered responsible for any direct or consequential
losses arising from the use of this certificate or any other actions undertaken with regards to it.

CERTIFICATE

 Our vision is to become a benchmark in all sectors where we operate, 
consistently delivering value to our customers, partners, colleagues, and 
community. By offering products that adhere to rigorous quality standards, 
we are dedicated to not just meeting but surpassing our customers’ 
expectations. We aim to be the preferred business partner and the optimal 
solution in our industry.

 Our mission is to provide our customers with a comprehensive 
portfolio of professional products tailored to the fields of health, beauty, 
hygiene, cleaning and catering.
 
 Continuously enhancing the overall performance of our organization, 
we strive to better understand your needs and preferences. Our objective 
is to deliver products of superior quality and build a trustworthy, enduring 
partnership by striving to fulfill both your needs and desires to the best of 
our ability. 

 The values guiding our daily operations include respect for our 
customers, prioritization of product safety and innovation, and pursuit of 
excellence through investments in company development. Additionally, we 
uphold the values of passion, perseverance, and integrity within our cohesive 
team of professionals.

above us is only the rainbow
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